Suricata - Feature #4644

pthreads: set minimum stack size

08/25/2021 01:39 PM - Jeff Lucovsky

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Jeff Lucovsky
Category:
Target version: 5.0.9
Effort:
Difficulty:

Description
By default musl sets a really small stack size. If possible, we should set a bigger stack.


Related issues:
Copied from Feature #4550: pthreads: set minimum stack size

History
#1 - 08/25/2021 01:39 PM - Jeff Lucovsky
  - Copied from Feature #4550: pthreads: set minimum stack size added

#2 - 10/05/2021 08:27 AM - Victor Julien
  - Target version changed from 5.0.8 to 5.0.9

#3 - 03/04/2022 01:03 PM - Jeff Lucovsky
  - Status changed from Assigned to In Progress

Cherry-pick commit(s):
- 117e11b0ae0c64d8c8b61d3d343957be3b9eb128
- deb49862cd8734ccb15c1cc91e430c8ee01292aa
- d79a317ce900e60166068c4d6703caab7218509
- e4d60f451b8a226e32a33d98b23e437b11e2e3
- 6232c94235a50f2b9d4446d5a9e9be1c9a5a80

#4 - 03/07/2022 01:36 PM - Jeff Lucovsky
  - Status changed from In Progress to In Review

https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/7124

#5 - 03/12/2022 01:48 PM - Jeff Lucovsky
  - Status changed from In Review to Closed